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ABSTRACT 
We rederive the relation between the specific angular momentum}. and the mass M. of the stellar matter in galaxies 
of different morphological types. Thi s is a revision of the j.- M. diagram presented in our recent comprehensive 
stud y of galac tic angular momentum. In that work, we estimated }. fro m kinematic and photometric data that 
extended to large radii and M. from near-infrared luminosities LK with an assumed universal mass-to-light ratio 
M. j L K. However, recent stellar populatio n models show large variations in M. j LK correlated with B - V color. In 
the present work, we use this correlation to estimate M.j L K and hence M. fro m the measured B - V and LK. Our 
rev ised j.- M. diagram is simila r to our prev ious one; both disk-dominated and elliptical galaxies follow nearly 
parallel seque nces with }. <X M: and a = 0 .6 ± 0.1. However, the offset between the seque nces is now a factor of 
about 5, some 30% larger tha n before (and c lose to the offset found by Fall in 1983). Thus, our new results place 
even tighter constraints on the loss of s pecific angular momentum by galactic disks over their lifeti mes. 
Key words: galaxies: elliptical and lenticular, cD- galaxies: evolutio n - galaxies: fundamental parameters­
galaxies: kine matics and dynamics - galaxies: spiral - galaxies: structure 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Two of the most basic properties of galaxies are their angular 
momentum and mass. T hese quantities are us ually denoted by J. 
and M. when they are restricted to the stellar matter in galaxies 
(i.e., excluding interstellar and da rk matter). The relations hip 
between J. and M., or equivalently, the one between }. = 
J.jM. and M., provides both a physically motivated means 
of classifying galaxies and an important constraint on theories 
of galaxy for mation (Fall 1983, hereafter F83). The observed 
re la tion for di sk-dominated galaxies has the form }. <X M: 
with a ~ 0.7, very close in both exponent and amplitude to 
the predicted relation if these galaxies retained most of the 
specific angular momentum they acquired by tidal torques in 
the early (linear and translinear) phases of their formation (Fall 
& Efstathiou 1980; Dalcanton et a!. 1997; Mo et a!. 1998). 
Elliptical galax ies follow a simil ar, nearly parallel, relation but 
offset to lower }. at each M. (b y a factor of about 6 in the 
F83 study). 
We have recently completed a comprehe nsive reexamination 
of the galac tic j. - M. diagram ( Romanowsky & Fall 2012, 
hereafter Paper I). The new study benefits especially fro m the 
large body of kinematic data for the o uter parts of elliptical 
galaxies that has acc umulated over the past three decades. In 
F83 , the measurements for elliptical galaxies typically extended 
only to about their effective or half- light radii R0 , and the 
rotation curves had to be extrapolated beyond this to estimate}. 
(assuming a constant rotation velocity for simplicity), whereas 
in Paper 1, the measurements a ll exte nded to at least ~2Re and in 
a few cases beyond 6 R0 , thus improving the acc uracy with whic h 
}. cou ld be estimated. This is important because, for elliptical 
galaxies, }. depends sensitively on the rotatio n curves beyond 
R0 . The estimates of}. for galactic disks are more robust, in both 
F83 a nd Paper I, because they are less sensitive to the rotation 
curves at large radii and because the appropriate measurements 
(Ha and 21 em) have been available since the early 1980s. 
The j.- M. diagram in Paper I is similar to the one in F83 
except that the offset between the disk-dominated and elliptical 
galaxies has shru nk to a factor of 3-4. This difference is not 
primarily due to improveme nts in the kinematic data and hence 
in the estimates of }. for elliptical galaxies, whic h tum out 
to be remarkably similar, on average, in both studies . Rather, 
the different offsets in the j.- M. relations are due largely to 
the different ways M. was estimated. In F83, M. was com­
puted from B-band luminosities and mass-to-light ratios, using 
the correlation between M. j L 8 and B - V from stellar popula­
tion mode ls (Tinsley 1981 ); in Paper I, M. was computed from 
K-band luminosities a nd mass-to-light ratios, assu ming a uni­
versal M./ L K = 1 (in solar units) for simplicity. Until recently, 
it was wide ly believed that the variations in M./ L K were weak 
enough to be neglected in practice (Bell et a!. 2003). We have 
taken this luminosity-based approach because we are primarily 
interested in the j.- M. relations for the stellar matter in galaxies, 
and because we want to avoid the spurious correlations that can 
arise when estimating both}. and M. from the same kinematic 
data. 
In this Letter, we return to the j.- M. relation for galaxies of 
different morphological types. Our focus here is on how much 
the K-band mass-to-light ratio varies a mong galaxies and how 
this affects the offset between dis k-dominated and elliptical 
galaxies in the j.- M. diagram. We first compile results from 
several stellar population models to show how M. j LK correlates 
with B - V color (Section 2). We then use the measured B - V 
colors of galaxies, corrected for extinction, to estimate M. j L K 
and he nce M. fro m the measured LK. This leads to our rev ised 
j.-M. diagram (Section 3). Finally, we discuss some of the 
implications of our results for understanding the origin a nd 
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F igure 1. K-band ma ss-to-light rat io plotted against extin cti on-free B - V color 
for stellar popu lation models with exponentia l SFRs, several decay t imes T , and 
initial ages that vary continuous ly from to = 8 Gyr to to = 13 Gyr. T h e models 
are GALAXEV and FSPS with T = 0 , 2 Gyr, 5 Gyr, oo; Starburst99 with T = 0 , 
oo; and M05 with r = 0 . The arrows show the e ffects o f ±0.6 mag ofextincti on 
in the B band (two-headed arrow) and an increase in the meta lli cit y from 2 0 
to 2 .2 2 0 (o ne-headed arrow). T he diagonal green line represents our adopted 
corre lation b etween M. / LK and (B - V)o (Equ ation (1 )). T he tick mark s at 
th e bottom o f the figure indicate the ext inction -corrected B - V colors o f the 
galaxies in o ur sample. 
(A color version o f thi s figure is ava ilable in the on line j ou rnal. ) 
based heavily on Paper I , which we urge readers to consult for 
both general and specific informatio n on this topic. 
2. MODEL M.jL K VARIATIONS 
T he mass-to-light ratios of s te llar populations are correlated 
with their colors because both of these quantities depe nd on the 
star formation histories of the populations. A galaxy with a high 
proportion of young s tars wi ll have a low mass-to-light ratio and 
blue colors, and vice versa. This has bee n known for a long time 
for optical mass-to-light ratios and optical colors: both M.jL 8 
and M. j L v ri se s teeply with 8 - V (e.g., Tinsley 198 1). Recent 
stellar population models indicate that near-infrared mass-to­
light ratios also have strong corre la tions with optical colors (Bell 
& de Jong 200I ; Zibetti et a!. 2009; Into & Portinari 2013), a 
result we confirm here. We focu s on the correlation between 
M. j L K a nd 8 - V because we have measureme nts of LK and 
8 - V for most of the galaxies in our sample . 
In Figure 1, we plot M. j L K agai nst 8 - V for several ste llar 
popula tion models with different star formation histories. 4 The 
mode ls are GALAXEV (the most recent version of the Bruz ual 
& Charlot 2003 mode l, called CB* and described in La Barbera 
eta!. 2012), FSPS (Conroy et a!. 2009; Conroy & Gunn 2010, 
version 2.3), Starburst99 (Vazquez & Le itherer 2005), and M05 
(Maraston 2005). T he curves are based on models with a normal 
initial mass fu nction (IMF; Chabrier 2003), solar metallicity 
(Z = 0.0 17), and no extinction (hence the s ubscript 0 on 8 - V). 
Throughout this Letter, M. stand s for current (not initial ) stellar mass, 
including re mnants, and B - V is on the Vega magn itu de system. 
In all cases, the star formatio n rate (SFR) dec lines exponentially: 
SFR <X exp( - t j r:). The adopted decay times range from r: = 0, 
an instantaneous burst, most relevant to galactic bulges and 
elliptical galaxies, to r: = oo , a constant SFR, mos t relevant 
to galactic disks. For the GALAXEV and FSPS models, the 
decay times are r: = 0, 2 Gyr, 5 Gyr, and oo; for the Starburst99 
mode ls, r: = 0 and oo; and for the M05 model, r: = 0. Each 
curve represents a continuous seque nce of initial ages, fro m 
to = 8 Gyr (z ~ I) to to = 13 Gyr (z ~ 7- 12), with a fixed 
value of r: . 
Figure I shows thatM./LK ge nerally increases with ( 8 - V)0 . 
The fact that the curves are mostl y parallel to eac h other indicates 
that the primary link between M./ LK and ( 8 - V)o is the ir 
mutual dependence on the ratio of the present SFR to the past­
average SFR, b = (t0 j r:) j [exp(t0 j r:) - 1] for exponential SFRs. 
This correlation is approximate, not exact; models with different 
star formatio n histories have a range of M. j L K at the same 
(8 - V)0. As Figure 1 shows, there is generally good agreement 
among different models with the same values of r: and t0 . The 
discrepancies are like ly attributable to the different treatments 
of thermally pulsing stars on the asymptotic branch (TP-AGB 
stars), and are mostly s maller than the uncertainties caused by 
the unknown s tar formation his tories of galaxies. The arrows in 
Figure 1 s how the results of ±0.6 mag of extinction in the 8 
band (two-headed arrow) and an increase in the metallicity from 
to 2 .2 Z0 (one-headed arrow). Extinction , as expected, has Z0 
a negligible effect on M. j L K. Metallicity matters more, but not 
as muc h as the s tar form ation history. 
We adopt the followi ng correlation between K-band mass-to­
light ratio a nd extinction-free 8 - V color: 
M. / L K = 0.96(8 - V)o+O.O l (solar units). (I ) 
This formu la, plotted as the di agona l s traight line in Fig ure I , is 
meant to approximate the overall trend fro m contemporary stel­
lar population models with diverse star formation histories. The 
slope in Equation ( I) is uncertain by ± 0.2. Our adopted correla­
tion is broadly consistent with results from other recent studies 
based on s tellar popul ation models (Zibetti et al. 2009; Into & 
Portinari 2013). Equation (1), while perhaps not definitive, is 
a significant improvement on the universal M.jL K adopted in 
Paper 1 ( motivated largely by Table 7 of Be ll eta!. 2003). Two 
alternative formu lae that approxi mate the curves in Figure 1 
at least as well as Equation ( 1) are M./L K = (B - V)0 and 
log(M./ L K) = 0.75[(8 - V)0 - 1.0]. We have checked that the 
main results of this Letter (Figures 2 and 3) are not sensitive to 
the exac t form of the correlation between M.j L K and ( 8 - V)0 . 
In principle, we could use dynamical measurements to test 
Equation (1 ). The initial results of the DiskMass project suggest 
a fairly strong correlation between M.jL K and optical colors 
in galactic dis ks, but possibly with a lower normalization than 
adopted here (Bershad y eta!. 2011 ; Westfall et al. 20 II). On the 
other hand, Williams et a!. (2009) find a weaker correlation and 
a higher normalization (see their Figure 9). Another concern 
is that the IMF may vary a mong and within galaxies. There 
is indirect evidence that the central parts of the reddest, mos t 
metal-rich, elliptical galaxies have steeper-than-normal IMFs, 
with M. j L K roughly twice that predicted by Equatio n (1) for 
(B - V)0 ~ 1 (see Tortora et al. 2013 for a summary). A 
dependence of the IMF slope on metallicity could also cause 
radial gradients in M.j LK within galaxies, although it is not 
yet clear how strong such variations might be (Conroy & van 
Dokkum 2012 ; Kalirai eta!. 2013 ). 
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Figure 2. Specific angular momentum plotted agai nst mass for the disks alone 
of spiral galaxies (open squares) and for e lliptical galaxies (filled c ircles). The 
dotted lines represent j . ex M~ with a = 0.6. 
(A color version of this figure is available in the on line journa l.) 
3. REVISED j.- M. DIAGRAM 
We now use the results from the previous section to revise our 
j.- M. diagram from Paper I as follows. We subdivide galaxies 
into their disk (d) and bulge (b) components, with specific 
angular momenta ).ct and ).b , mass-to-light ratios (M. / L K)ct and 
(M./ LK)b, and fractionsfct andfb of the total K-band luminosity 
LK. Then the total angular momentum and total mass of a galaxy 
are given by 
(2) 
(3) 
M.ct = fct(M. / LK )ct L K, (4) 
M.b = /b(M./ L K)bLK. (5) 
In Paper I, we estimated these quantities for a sample of 95 
galaxies (57 spirals, 15 lenticulars, and 23 ellipticals) covering 
the full range of disk-to-bulge ratios and morphological types. 
We derived the specific angular momenta ).ct and ).b from the 
observed rotation curves and surface brightness profiles, after 
deprojection by individual inclination angles for spiral galaxies 
(with known orientations) and by the median inclination angle 
for lenticular and elliptical galaxies (with random orientations). 
It is important to note that ).ct and ).b are independent of 
(M./ L K)ct and (M./ L K)b provided only that radial gradients in 
these mass-to-light ratios are negligible within each component. 
The luminosity fractions fct and fb were taken from the two­
dimensional decomposition of r-band images into disk and 
bulge components by Kent (1986, 1987, 1988) and others; we 
neglect the small differences between these fractions in the r and 
K bands. The total K-band luminosities were derived from 
K20 isophotal magnitudes in the Two Micron All Sky Survey 
and our extrapolations based on the surface brightness profiles 
from Kent and others. We then computed). = 1. / M. and M. 
from Equations (2)-(5) with (M./ L K)ct = (M./ L K)b = I. 
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Figure 3. Specific angular momentum plotted against mass for enti re galaxies 
(disk plus bulge) of different morphological types . The dotted curves represent 
our s imple model of variable retention of specific angu lar momentum in a 
ACDM cosmogony with reta ined fract ions [ j = 0.8 (upper curve) and [j = 0.1 
(lower curve). 
(A color version of this figure is available in the onli ne journal.) 
Here, we repeat these calculations but with different mass­
to-light ratios for the disk and bulge components based on our 
adopted con-elation between M./ L K and (B - V)0. HyperLeda 
(Paturel et a!. 2003) lists (B - V)0 for all but 13 galaxies in 
our sample (mostly spirals), indicated by the tick marks at the 
bottom of Figure 1; these are corrected for both foreground 
and internal extinction. Since we do not have colors measured 
separately for the disk and bulge components, we proceed as 
follows. For bulges, we adopt the median color (B - Vh = 0.87 
for the elliptical galaxies in our sample and the con·esponding 
(M./ L K)b = 0.84 from Equation (1). This is reasonable because 
the colors of old stellar populations are affected more by their 
metallicities than their star formation histories. For the disks of 
spiral galaxies, the converse is true; their colors depend mainly 
on their present SFRs, rather than their metallicities. Thus, we 
estimate the color of each disk (B - V)oct from the color of 
the whole galaxy (B - V)0 , the adopted color of the bulge 
(B - V)ob, and the luminosity fractionsfct andfb· We then derive 
(M./ L K)ct from ( B - V)oct and Equation (! ). For lenticular 
galaxies, unfortunately, we do not have reliable estimates of 
the disk and bulge properties separately. Thus, we simply adopt 
the overall ). from Paper I and derive the overall M. from LK 
and M. / LK , the latter computed from the overall ( B - V)o and 
Equation ( 1). We have tested this procedure on spiral galaxies 
with small disk-to-bulge ratios and find that it is acc urate at the 
5% level. 
In Figure 2, we plot specific angular momentum against mass 
for the disks alone of spiral galaxies (i.e., ).ct versus M.ct) and for 
elliptical galaxies ( i.e., ).b versus M.b)- This is our most robust 
result because it avoids the complications and uncertainties in 
apportioning angular momentum and mass between the disks 
and bulges of composite galaxies. Indeed, the vertical locations 
(log).) of the points in Figure 2 here are the same as in the 
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right pane l of Figure 14 in Paper I; only the hori zo ntal locations 
(log M.) have changed as a res ult of our revi sed mass-to-light 
ratios. The disks have moved leftward sig nificantly, while the 
ellipticals have mo ved only slightl y. As before, the di sks and 
ellipticals fo llow nearly paralle l sequences: ). <X M: with 
a = 0.6 ± 0.1 in both cases. However, the gap between these 
sequences has increased from a factor of 3.8 ± 0.5 in Paper I 
to 4.8 ± 0 .6 he re. If ellipti cal galaxies were to have s teeper 
IMFs than the disks of spiral galaxies, the ga p between the two 
sequences in Figure 2 would increase, and if the IMF were to 
depend on metallicity, the expone nt a of the j.- M. relatio n 
might also be affected. 
Fig ure 3 shows our results for entire galaxies (dis k plus bulge) 
of all morphological types with ). and M. computed by the 
full procedure de scribed above. T hi s upd ates the left pane l of 
Figure 14 in Paper I for variable M I LK. The revised j.- M . 
diag ram confirms our earlier conc lusion that ga laxies of inter­
medi ate di sk-to -bulge ratios and morphol ogical types fill in the 
gap between the sequences of pure disks (l ate- type s piral galax­
ies) and pure bulges (e lliptica l galaxies). The fu ll spread in). at 
each M. is about 30% larger here than in Paper I, again because 
the di sks have moved farther to the left than the bulges have . 
The das hed curves in Fi gure 3 were derived fro m our simple 
model of variable retention of s pecific angular momentum dur­
ing galactic formation and evolution in the standard cold dark 
matter (ACDM) cosmogony, with retained fractions /j = 0.8 
for di s ks and /j = 0. 1 for elli pticals (see Section 6 of Paper I). 
Evidently, this model matches the data remarkably well. For 
disks, our new esti mate off} is about 30% larger than in Paper I, 
while for ellipticals, it is essentially the same. 
4. CONCLUSIONS 
T he res ults presented here reinforce our previous conclusions 
that ga laxies of all morphological types lie along nearly parallel 
sequences with ex ponents a ~ 0 .6 in the j.-M. diagram 
(F83 ; Paper I). Our revised j.- M. relation is based on the best 
available kinematic a nd photometri c data to estimate ). and 
L K (taken from Paper I) and contemporary s tellar population 
mode ls to estimate M. I LK from ( B - V )0 (Figure 1). We find 
th at the offset between galactic dis ks and e lliptical galax ies is 
now a factor of about 5 (Figure 2), slightly lower than the factor 
of about 6 found by F83 and slightly higher th an the factor of3-4 
fou nd in Paper I. These differences are small enough that o ur 
bas ic interpretation of the j.- M. relation remai ns qualitatively 
intac t, with only minor quantitative revisions. Thus, we give 
only a brie f summary here and refer the interested reader to 
Paper I for a more complete discussio n. 
In Paper l, we showed th at the positions of galaxies in 
the j.- M. diagram are correlated with the ir positions in the 
two-dimensional spaces of disk-to-bulge ratio versus mass and 
morphological type versus mass (confirming a conjecture by 
F83). Thus, the description of ga laxies in term s of). and M. 
may be regarded as a ph ysically moti vated alternative to the 
more familiar cl assification schemes based on disk-to-bulge 
ratio or morphological type. Our new results reinforce this 
conclusion; we now find slightly stronger correlations than in 
Paper I between disk-to -bulge ratio, morphological type, and 
specific angular mome ntum. 
An ad va ntage of the j.- M. approach is th at the "initia l" 
conditions in this diagram are known with high confidence 
from cosmological N-body simulations. In ACDM and other 
hierarchi cal mode ls of structure formation , protogalax ies ac­
quire their angula r momenta J by tidal torques, which leads to 
an approximate lognormal di s tribution of the spin parameter A., 
independent of mass M (e.g ., Barnes & Efstathiou 1987; Warre n 
et a!. 1992; Cole & Lacey 1996). T hi s in turn corres ponds to a 
lognormal dis tribution of j = J 1M at each M with a dis persion 
a (ln j) ~ 0.5 and a mean re lation j <X Ma with a ~ 213 . The 
baryo nic matter in ga laxies should initially fo llow a similar dis­
tribution , since it must have experienced the same tidal torques 
as the dark matter before virialization, radiative di ssipa tion, a nd 
othe r non-linear effects (F all & Efstathiou 1980 ; Dale anton et a!. 
1997; Mo eta!. 1998). It is therefore significant that the observed 
j.- M. relations fo r galaxies have nearl y the same exponent a 
as the predicted relation for dark halos (as noted by F83). 
The locations of galax ies in the j.- M. di ag ram can be altered 
over the ir lifetimes by a variety of processes. These inc lude 
the exchange of angular momentum between baryons and dark 
matter, merging, stripping, inflow, outflow, and star formation, 
each of which may be re presented by a vec tor (11)., 11M.). 
The sum of these vec tors over all processes must then map 
the predicted halo sequence in the j - M di ag ram into one of 
the observed galactic sequences. The fact th at these sequences 
are nearly paralle l to each other means that the net fractional 
changes in ). mus t be almost independent of M. even though the 
fractional changes in). and M. may be large . This is a powerful 
constraint on all models of ga lactic formation and evolution. In 
the ideal ized case th at ) . is reduced while M. rema ins constant, 
we find that galactic dis ks and elli ptical galax ies mu st have 
re tain ed fractio ns /j ~ 0 .8 and 0. 1, respective ly, of their initia l 
specific a ngular mome nta (Figure 3). 
Many of the processes affecting galaxies will change j and 
M simultaneously. For example, merging tends to decrease ) on 
average (by the vector cancellation of s pins) while increasing 
M. If elliptical galax ies formed mainly by mergers, this could 
acco unt for muc h of their offset fro m disk-dominated galaxies in 
the j .-M . diagram. Outflows, which decrease M , can increase 
or decrease j depending on whether they remove materia l 
predominantl y from the inner or outer parts of galaxies. This 
would broaden the j.- M . re lation, possibly by the observed 
amount. Another way ofexplaining the observed j.- M. relation 
is in terms of the partial collapse of baryons within their dark 
halos (called "collapse bias" in Paper I). It is not ye t clear 
how all these processes cooperate to produce the galaxies we 
observe. But as we have emphasized here and in more detail in 
Paper I, the options are severely constrained by the predicted 
initial conditio ns and obser ved galactic sequences in the j.- M. 
di ag ram. 
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